
International Young Physicists’ Tournament (IYPT) 
 

The International Young Physicists’ Tournament (IYPT) is one of the world’s most prestigious Physics 

competitions for High School students. The IYPT is sometimes referred to as the “Physics World Cup”. It is a 

scientific competition between teams of secondary school students. It mimics, as close as possible, the 

real-world scientific research and the process of presenting and defending the results obtained. 

 

Oriented around a research/scientific debate emphasis, teams of 5 have a year to work on a selection of 5 

out of 17 open-ended problems and put together a 12-minute report for each. Teams are then pitted 

against each other in “Physics Fights”, where the opponent is tasked with evaluating the report and finding 

flaws or limitations during a 10-minute debate with the presenter. 

The competition itself is not a pen-and-paper competition but an enactment of a scientific discussion (or a 
defence of a thesis) where participants take the roles of Reporter, Opponent and Reviewer and are 
evaluated by an international Jury. Australia is part of the online IYPT 2021, represented by a team of five 
students from John Monash Science School: 

1. Mishko Novomestsky - Captain of the team 
2. Harmohit Singh 
3. Ravon Chew 
4. Emily Papastamatopoulos 
5. Chaquen Beliakov 
6. Alex Gavrilescu – Team Leader and Juror 

The other countries competing are: Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Korea, Macao, New Zealand, 

Poland, Singapore, Sweden and Thailand. A schedule of the competition can be found here - 

https://cc.iypt.org/oypt2021/teams/ 

After getting cancelled in 2020 due to COVID, IYPT finally went ahead this year in a reduced online format. 

The entire Australian team was made up of JMSS students. Unfortunately, the long-standing uncertainty 

whether IYPT 2021 would be online or onsite meant that we were unable to properly start preparing until 

3 weeks prior to the competition, as opposed to getting the full year. 

https://cc.iypt.org/oypt2021/teams/


Several afternoons with Mr Gavrilescu and Dr Rossiter (and a couple of all-nighters) later, the team came 

to JMSS over the weekend at the commencement of the IYPT. Holding an incredible early lead of 2nd place 

after Day 1, we were off to a great start. Unfortunately, it was not meant to be, since our    match-up 

against the mighty Germans and Singaporeans (historically the two strongest teams) on Day 2 proved to be 

our undoing; dropping us down to 10th place. 

  

Despite this, I couldn’t prouder of the team, who have put in their absolute all and more over these past 3 

weeks, and on top of that, Mr G, Dr. Rossiter, Mrs Robertson and Mr Charalambous, and all of the other 

staff members who sacrificed their free time making this all possible; they’ve truly shown some of the very 

best our wonderful JMSS community has to offer. 

 
Mishko Novomestsky, 

IYPT Team Australia Captain 


